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Whitenoise can be deployed in hardware contexts where RSA cannot go 

As with all technologies, the eventual competitive battles devolve to price wars. Unfortunately when 

security is part of what should be delivered along with performance, the biggest corporations and 

institutions in the world often trade or sacrifice security for speed and other more marketable metrics.  

This trade off is not necessary with Whitenoise technologies. You can have both. 

This paper examines the cost comparison (as well as the technological capability) of Whitenoise security 

deployed from low cost processing components like PICs, registers, counters, circular shift registers and 

line feed shift registers and the impossibility, scientifically, of deploying RSA-style asymmetric, public key 

cryptosystems in those low power, low computational, low overhead components.  

Intel has adopted AES NI (new instructions) because they needed more speed and the new instructions 

offloads some of the more complex arithmetic calculations of public key technologies to the chip. In this 

paper http://www.wnlabs.com/downloads/Comparison_of_handshakes.pdf we can see the challenge 

that exists.  

Whitenoise is orders of magnitude faster and stronger than the best encryption algorithm that RSA has 

to offer:  http://www.wnlabs.com/pdf/Internet_of_Things_and_Whitenoise_Technologies.pdf 

Whitenoise can easily be deployed in more places: 

http://www.wnlabs.com/downloads/Whitenoise_Usage_scenarios.pdf  

The biggest growing threat to our security is the exploding points of egress vulnerability of low-cost 

communicating endpoints on our networks. NO MANUFACTURER can pay > $10 per chip for a smart 

component whose retail cost is targeted from a couple of dollars (i.e. a thermostat) to < $30. It would be 

suicide. The Internet of Everything will be characterized by products whose retail cost is between $2 and 

$30. 

Let’s look at the current market and cost of chips for mobile devices.  

The cost of the chip and modem for an Apple iPhone is estimated at $59.50 and the processor is 

estimated to cost $37. And its security has been regularly questioned. 

http://www.techinsights.com/teardown.com/apple-iphone-6   
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Intel processors are expensive and have made their own possible tradeoffs by implementing AES NI.  

The focus is speed while doing little to improve or address security flaws in the underlying framework. 

The Intel price list  shows their cheapest chipset to be in the range of $40. This cost alone surpasses the 

overall targeted costs of competitive IoT components. 

 

 

 

http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/INTC/0x0x844582/21E70446-E49F-4667-85AB-BFA86693B02A/Aug_05_15_Recommended_Customer_Price_Lists.pdf
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Whitenoise technologies, Dynamic Identity Verification and Authentication (DIVA) and Dynamic 

Distributed Key Infrastructure virtual frameworks is the ONLY national security level cryptosystem that 

can be deployed in low cost microprocessing environments like Peripheral Interface Controllers (PICs).  

 

The above cost is a retail cost. PICs and things like RFID tags can be manufactured at approximately $ .20 

- $ .40 a unit while offering the highest level of security available. 

-- 

There are two ways to look at this cost disparity. 

1. There are entire IoT and smart markets where RSA and asymmetric technologies just can’t be 

deployed because of scientific and cost realities. 

 

2. Companies like Intel have likely invested billions of dollars into their AES NI efforts. Adding 

Whitenoise to their AES NI chipsets would improve their security by orders of magnitude while 

only adding less than a dollar to their manufacturing cost.  

 

 


